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Abstract
Accidental coincidence (randoms) is one of the factors that degrade the accuracy of positron emission tomography
(PET). In contrast to widely-held beliefs, we have previously shown that randoms can significantly affect quantitative
PET even after current hardware/software randoms correction is applied. In order to have better estimation of randoms
for our Scanditronix scanner, we investigated the limitation of the vendor-provided randoms estimation and proposed a
simple modification. Methods: Multiple short-frame data of a homogeneous circular cylinder were collected over 12
hours. Summed data were generated by summing up selected frames. Randoms of the summed data estimated by the
vendor-provided method and our modified method were compared. Results: The vendor-provided randoms estimation
did not work as well as the modified method when frame duration is much larger than the half-life of the radioactive
agent used. Conclusion: Our minimal modification of the vendor-provided method significantly improves randoms
estimation.
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Methods

Introduction
In regard to system modeling for a PET scanner, it is
common practice to assume that counting errors such as
accidental coincidence (randoms) and deadtime loss are well
compensated for by the built-in hardware/software correction
schemes. However, after these counting error corrections were
applied, the first author has shown that an activity-dependent
point spread function was necessary to correct partial volume
effect [1]. Randoms ratio is one of the adjusting factors that
represent the activity dependency of the model [1]. Recently,
we discovered that an activity-independent point spread
function [2], while it accurately predicted activity
concentrations of hot spheres in warm backgrounds, was
unable to correctly predict those of cold spheres (data not
shown). Because different scanner types and correction
schemes were used in the aforementioned studies, the results
suggest that activity dependency of system models could be
universal and an activity-dependent system model is required
in many situations such as studies that simultaneously involve
both hot and cold small objects in warm backgrounds.
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Theory
In Scanditronix PC2048/4096 scanners, randoms rate, R,
is estimated by

R = ωS ci S cj ,

(1)

where ω is the coincidence time window, Sc stands for
deadtime-corrected singles rate, i and j are for detectors i and j.
The corrected singles rate is calculated by unified deadtime
correction method [3], which is based on the measured singles
rate and some pre-calculated/measured scanner parameters.
However, only total singles are stored in the raw data file,
average singles rate is therefore used in the estimation of
deadtime and randoms. For relatively long scan duration,
which is quite common in research, usage of the average
singles rate is inappropriate. In order to apply or develop an
activity-dependent point spread function for Scanditronix
scanners, one needs more accurate estimation of randoms.
Following the argument of the unified deadtime
correction [3], the total singles, Stot, collected in a frame is
F

S tot = ∫0 d S (t )dt

(2)

where S (t ) = S c ( t ) e − S c ( t ) t d , S c ( t ) = S 0 e − τ t , Fd is the
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scan duration, S is the measured singles rate, Sc is the the
deadtime-corrected singles rate, td is the deadtime constant [3],
τ is the decay constant, and S0 is the initial true singles rate.
The time singles rate curve, S(t), could be obtained after S0 is
numerically solved. Theoretically, randoms could be more
accurately estimated using the time singles rate than the
average singles rate. For a centered circular cylinder with
homogeneous activity, the theoretical ratio, RR, between total
randoms estimated by the two methods could be derived from
equations (1) and (2):
RR = TRS avg / TRS (t )
=
=

Stoti (t ) Stot j (t ) Fd
Fd
0

∫ Si (t ) S j (t )dt





Table 1. Ratios Between Randoms Estimated by the Modified and the
Vender-Provided Methods in Different Scan Conditions

Short Scan

Long Scan

Singles Rate

high

low

high

low

Experiment 1

1.04

1.05

1.37

1.39

Experiment 2

1.04

1.05

1.34

1.39

*The frame durations for the short and long scans are 2 and 6 hours, respectively.

,(3)

)S t
4(1 − e
−τFd 2

τFd  2S0td  e −τFd − 2 e

(time singles rate method) and the vendor-provided method
(average singles rate method) are shown in Table 1. Note that

−τFd S t
0d

2 2
0 d

−τFd S t
0 d − e − 2 S 0t d 
− e − 2 S 0t d  + e − 2e




where TR is the estimated total randoms, Savg is the average
singles rate, and other symbols are defined as in equation (2).
Since a significant p value in statistics is usually set at 0.05
and TRSavg is always no more than TRS(t), RR could be
arbitrarily chosen as 0.95 (1 – 0.05) to represent a
non-significant difference. It could then be found from
equation (3) that τFd is approximately ln2 for a wide range of
S0.
Data collection and analysis
Using a water-filled circular cylinder (23.8 cm inner
diameter), two experiments were performed to validate our
modified randoms estimation method. The initial activity
concentrations of the two experiments were 4.1 and 8.9
kBq/ml (F-18). Forty-eight frames with 15 min frame duration
were collected for each experiment. Frames 1 to 24 in each
experiment were summed together and the result, which has
both summed singles and counts, was designated as a long
high count summed frame. On the other hand, a long low
count summed frame resulted from summation of frames 25 to
48. For short summed frames, 8 instead of 24 frames were
used. Frames 1 to 8 and 25 to 32 were summed together to
generate the short high and low count summed frames,
respectively.
For each summed frame, a time singles rate curve, S(t),
was estimated by the method described above. The method
was then validated by comparing the estimated S(t) and the
average singles rates in the fifteen minute frames. The
underlying assumption was that the decay of F-18 could be
ignored for the 15 min frames.

Results
The average ratio between the estimated and measured
time singles rates is 1.005±0.033 (mean±standard deviation).
Since the ratio is almost one, the estimation of randoms by our
modified method in all cases is as accurate as that by the
vendor-provided method in the cases of short frame duration.
The ratios between randoms estimated by our modified method

* For experiment 1, high and low initial singles rates are pproximately 740 and
80 cps, respectively; Those are 1820 and 200 cps for experiment 2.

the average singles rate method underestimates the randoms
almost 40% when scan duration is approximately 3 times the
half-life of the radioactive agent used.

Conclusion
In this simple study, we have shown that time singles rate
curve could be accurately estimated from total singles with
appropriate models and scanner parameters. The above results
also show that the estimation of randoms by average singles
rate is less than 5% different from that by the time singles rate
method as long as the scan duration is not much longer than
the half-life of the radioactive agent used in the scan.
Therefore, the vendor-provided method is quite robust in many
clinical situations. However, for short half-life agents or
relatively long scan duration, the modified method
significantly improves the accuracy of randoms estimation
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